Bowens Disease on Finger – A Rare Presentation
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Abstract: Bowen’s disease is a squamous cell carcinoma in situ of the epidermis. It commonly presents as solitary plaque involving both sun exposed and unexposed areas of the skin. Here we present a case of 72 year old male patient presented with swelling in the ring finger.
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INTRODUCTION
Bowen’s disease is an intra epithelial carcinoma of the epidermis. [1,2] It can be found on both sun exposed and unexposed areas. Head and neck and lower limbs are the common sites. We are presenting this case for its unusual site of presentation and for the morphology of presentation [6].

CASE REPORT
A 72 year old male presented with a single swelling in the right ring finger since one month with tenderness. Excision biopsy was done which showed epidermal hyperkeratosis, acanthosis [Fig 1]. Along with elongated down growths showing loss of polarity, with windblown appearance of the cells [Fig 2 & 3]. Mitotic figures, occasional multi nucleated giant cells and occasional areas of necrosis are also seen [Fig 4].
Fig 2: HPE Showing Elongation of Rete Ridges

Fig 3: HPE Showing Wind Blown Appearance

Fig 4: HPE Showing Mitotic Figure and Multinucleated Giant Cell

DISCUSSION

Bowen’s disease is an intraepithelial squamous cell carcinoma. It usually presents as an erythematous, scaly plaque often asymptomatic [1]. Our case was unusual for the following reasons. First, the way of presentation. Bowen’s disease generally presents as erythematos, scaly plaques [2]. In our case the presentation is swelling with tenderness. Second is the site, many studies from the literature reported the commonest sites being sun exposed areas [3]. Kossard et al done study in one thousand one cases of bowen’s disease and found that head and neck be the commonest
followed by lower limb, upper limb then torso [4]. There are only very few cases of Bowen's disease reported in the digits [5,6]. Hence it remains a rare site.

CONCLUSION

This case is presented here for its rare site of presentation and its rare morphology.
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